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E
veryone has certain days in his or her life that can never be
forgotten.The memory of such days does not fade with the
passage of time and their details are permanently etched on

the mind. On reflection, from among the unforgettable, historic days
of my life, one is 30th April 1984.This is the day Hadhrat Amir ul
Momineen Khalifatul Masih IV migrated from Pakistan
and arrived in Britain. It was a Monday. It was indeed a historical and
momentous day which had profound influence on the future of
Ahmadiyyat and shall always be remembered as a significant
milestone in the history of the Jama’at.

Before I go into the details of the day, I would mention a few key
matters. In compliance with the instructions of Hadhrat Khalifatul

Masih IV I had arrived in Britain on 16th November 1983.
On 26th November, I took over the charge from the late Maulana
Sheikh Mubarak and began my services as Amir UK, Missionary In-
charge and Imam of The London Mosque. In accordance with
Huzur’s instructions that he had given me in my farewell
meeting at Rabwah. I began my task by studying the files of the
Mission along with getting familiar with other Community tasks as
well as commencing visits to various local Jama’ats. In the first week
of January 1984, I suffered from Deep Vein Thrombosis on my right
leg, a risky condition that required immediate hospitalisation. My
treatment in the hospital lasted eighteen days, after which the
doctors advised complete rest and also to avoid travel.When
Huzur came to know he prayed and counselled that I fully
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comply with the doctor’s advice.With Allah’s grace, when I felt better
and the doctors allowed a little work, my first day back in the office
after the illness was 1st April.

In those days the opposition to the Community was at its height in
Pakistan.There were reports of the hazard of some ordinance being
issued against the Community. Instructions were issued from the
Centre, and our office activities increased as a result.
I remember on 26th April I gave a speech on Islam at Warwick
University in the Midlands. It was followed by a Question and
Answer session. In the evening as we sat for dinner at the house of
Rashid Ahmad Sahib, there was a call from London and Mubarak
Ahmad Saqi Sahib, who was at that time working as Naib Imam with
me, informed that Ordinance XX had been issued against the
Ahmadiyya Community in Pakistan. On hearing this I felt that rather
than stay the night in the Midlands I needed to get back to London.
I arrived back in London at midnight. From the next morning the
activities increased with reference to the new Ordinance. Although
the sensitivity of the situation was apparent it was difficult to say
what was to happen next. Along with being anxious, fervent prayers
were being made and the entire Jama’at was being counselled
towards steadfastness and prayer.

On the night of 29th April, various engagements lasted late into the
evening and it was around midnight when I went to bed. At about
2.30 am the phone rang. I was astonished as to who would be
ringing at that late hour. On picking up the telephone I heard
Masood Ahmad Jhelmi’s voice on the other end (he was working as
the Vakilut Tabshir in those days). He asked me whether I had
recognised him, on my answer in the affirmative he asked me to get
ready. I said I was ready but what for? He replied that Hadhrat
Khalifatul Masih IV was coming to London. I asked when,

thinking the arrival
would be in the next
few days. In response
he asked me what was

the time in London.When I told him he said that Huzur
had departed from Karachi four hours ago and would reach London
at around 8am local time and that all necessary arrangements
should be made in this regard. He also gave some specific
instructions and on this, the conversation ended.When the call was
over, my wife Qanita Rashed who had been awakened and was
anxious by the sudden telephone asked what was the matter. I only
said that Huzur was arriving in London in the next few
hours. In actual fact I was deeply anxious and worried by the sudden
news and the notion of the tremendous responsibilities it laid on
my weak shoulders.This sudden news had totally stupefied me. My
wife was in a similar state.We both decided that before doing
anything else we needed to submit to Allah and seek help from the
Almighty God in that He help us at every step of the way and cover
our weaknesses. So, first of all we offered nawafal and in our acute
anxiety made whichever prayers came to mind and thus in Allah’s
name we started the task at hand.

The information received was that Huzur would arrive via
KLM first at Amsterdam, Holland and then with a change of flight
take another KLM aeroplane to London arriving at around 8 am.
Huzur was expected to arrive in Holland at 8 AM. In
accordance with the instructions received I informed the Missionary
In-charge of Holland, Abdul Hakeem Akmal, of Huzur’s
arrival and asked him to make all arrangements to receive
Huzur at the airport and to have a responsible person on
duty at the Mission House to immediately inform us in London of
Huzur’s arrival in Holland.

After this we got involved in various other arrangements. My wife
promptly started gathering all the household things because this
very house was to be Huzur’s residence. In those days I
lived in the flat on the first floor above the offices and Naseem
Ahmad Bajwa Sahib who was working with me as a Naib Amir in
the flat on the second floor. It was decided that I would move with
my family to the Jama’at guesthouse situated at 49, Gressenhall
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Road and Bajwa Sahib would move to an Ahmadi friend’s empty
house at 11, Gressenhall Road. It was a coincidence that this empty
house was found near the mosque at that time and that the Jama’at
guesthouse was also vacant. Rapidly collecting all the household
goods, my wife made large bundles using bed sheets.This was done
in such a hurry that we could not be remembered what was packed
in which bundle. For quite sometime afterwards we would open
bundles simply by guessing and would search for whatever was
needed in the house.The house was thus emptied room by room.

While this was going on at the house I promptly came downstairs to
my office.The desk was littered with papers. I began collecting all
the papers and documents and other office things because in a few
hours time Huzur was going to grace this very basic and
small office. Due to the situation in those days some Khuddam had
been on duty at the Mission House.They helped me with what I was
doing, packing all the official files in boxes or bundles and in this
way all the things in the house and the office were ready to be
transferred within two hours.The office was also completely
prepared for Huzur .

In those days the Fajr Salat was said at 5 am. At 4 am, I informed
Anwer Ahmad Kahlon Sahib of Huzur’s arrival and asked
him to inform all the members of the Majlis e Amila (administrative
body) that there was to be an emergency meeting of the Amila
after Fajr Prayers at the Mosque and that all should attend.

With the help of Khuddam, all the things of the house and the office
were transferred to the guest house. In the meantime my wife had
called Mrs Amatul Hafiz Salam Sadr Lajna Imaillah and a few other

ladies who gave a
great helping hand in
cleaning and preparing
the house for
Huzur .The
entire house was arranged in a tidy style and arrangements for food
were made. Alhamdolillah all these tasks had been completed by 8
am.

Soon after leading the Fajr Salat at the Fazl Mosque London, I
chaired the emergency Amila meeting. After informing the
members about the details of the situation I requested special
prayers and after consulting all of them prepared a modus
operandi. I allocated a range of duties to various members and sent
them off to the tasks right away. I gave important instructions about
the departments of security, catering, transport, airport reception etc
and with the help of friends prepared a duty chart.The meeting
concluded at around 7 am with silent prayer and all the members
got engaged in their duties.

A fact that was brought to our attention during the meeting was
that the two cars the London Mission had at that time were both
old and were not in an appropriate and reliable condition to bring
Huzur from the airport to the Mission House. Somehow
this information reached some sincere people, who soon after the
meeting offered their new cars for the service of Huzur .
Without any delay it was more than one sincere member  who sent
their cars to the London Mission with the offer to keep them for as
long as needed.This is how, with Allah’s grace, this worry was
removed without any effort. Another worry was about any potential

Above and Right: Huzur 
after the Zohr Prayers in the Fazl
Mosque after his migration to the UK
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problem or delay at Huzur’s entry into the country.
Choudhry Anwer Ahmad Kahlon Sahib contacted certain
authorities regarding this and had a satisfactory arrangement in
place for their support if needed and that Inshallah there should be
no problem in this respect. It is worth mentioning here, that at the
time of Huzur’s arrival the immigration rules allowed
Pakistani passport holders to come to UK without a visa.They were
issued a visa at the airport at the discretion of the immigration
officer present. I believe from among the Divine endowments this
was an extraordinary conferral. Had the restriction of obtaining a
visa prior to coming to UK been in place at that time, there would
have been a real danger of facing many difficulties and
impediments. It was with Divine power that at the time of
Huzur’s arrival this restriction was not in place and was
operative only a few months after Huzur’s arrival.This
indeed is a sign of Divine help.

By the morning people had come to know about Huzur’s
arrival through word of mouth, rather this news had reached
abroad. Consequently the London Mission was inundated with
phone calls. In those days the Mission had only two telephone lines
and they were both receiving constant telephone calls. Members of
the telephone department were working most efficiently at this. All
the other departments were also fully operational.Talking of the
telephone reminds me of another sign of Divine help. Some two

months before Huzur’s arrival I felt that the two
telephone lines of the Mission would be wholly inadequate in
any emergency. If the in-coming calls are constant then there is
no way of making an external call. I thus decided to have
another line installed in the Mission and its number kept
somewhat private. Some difficulty was faced in this but with
Allah’s grace a few days before Huzur’s arrival the line
was installed with its extensions in the office and the bedroom
upstairs. At that time there was no plan or even notion of
Huzur arriving in London in this way, yet Allah had put
this idea in my mind and with His grace this facility was
arranged. Once Huzur had arrived the situation really
was such that with the two lines there would be so many in-
coming calls that it was impossible to make a call out. In this
situation this new line came in most useful.The biggest
advantage was that this line was reserved for Huzur’s
own use.

When Huzur arrived in the office for the first time and I
mentioned the new line to him and gave him the number
saying it was not known to anyone, Huzur was
delighted. In practical terms the line proved most resourceful. It
seemed to me that Allah had facilitated all this for His beloved
Khalifa beforehand.

Huzur’s arrival was expected at 7 am in Holland but
the plane arrived an hour late.The reason for this, which we
came to know later, was its delayed departure from Karachi.
However, as this was not known at the time, there was great
anxiety. During this time many calls were made to Holland
inquiring but they had no information. I was getting more and
more anxious by the minute. It got very difficult for me to sit in
the office in this situation. I got out of the office and went in to
the yard and started pacing in expectation of news. I kept
thinking that Masood Jhelmi Sahib had told me on the phone
the night before that outside of Pakistan the first information

regarding Huzur’s travel was given to me only after
Huzur’s plane had crossed the border of Turkey and had
entered the European zone. In light of this I was much perturbed by
the security aspect. In my concern I was engaged in prayers when
news came from Holland that Huzur had safely arrived
there.This news gave me a new lease of life and I thanked Allah that
our beloved master had completed the first stage of his journey.

It was getting close to the time to go to the airport to receive
Huzur . I inspected all the arrangements in this respect.
Khuddam had already been sent to the airport since early morning
for the reception.The cars that were to leave for the airport were
being arranged and I was supervising all the arrangements outside
the Mission House when a young man came running to me and
said that Huzur was on the telephone wanting to talk to
me. I ran inside and found out that when a colleague had answered
Huzur’s call, Huzur asked for me. He then talked
to another colleague and again asked about me, in the meantime I
was inside. I said Assalamoalaikum to Huzur . After
responding to my salam Huzur asked if I was alright. I was
overcome with emotion. It was a most incredible feeling to listen to
the loving voice of my beloved master. In a voice cracking with
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emotion I said that I was fine and voice how was Huzur .
Huzur replied in a most calm manner that Alhamdolillah
he was well. He asked me if all the preparations were complete, I
answered in the affirmative. Huzur told me that they had
changed the flight. One of his companions gave me the new flight
details. I was extremely relieved and delighted by this conversation. I
do not know what was the reason or the wisdom behind the
change in the flight. Its advantage to us was that we had some extra
time to prepare.The longer stay in Holland was advantageous in the
sense that although Huzur did not get to take any rest,
this gave him a break in the journey during which he met the
Ahmadis living in Holland. He had a cup of tea in the VIP room
where he had a detailed conversation in English with the members
of the local Jama’at and elucidated the background of his migration
to them. It is worth mentioning here that the Holland Jama’at
prepared a video of Huzur’s arrival, which contains all this
and I am briefly relating a few points from memory.

After his brief stay in Holland Huzur departed from
Amsterdam and arrived at Heathrow at around 11 am local time. In
this historic migration Huzur was accompanied by his
wife, the late Syedana Asifa Begum Sahiba, their two young
daughters, Bibi Mona and Bibi Tooba, Brigadier Waqi u Zaman Khan
and Choudhary Hameed Nasrullah Khan Sahib.The members of the
Community were instructed to receive Huzur at the
London Mission House. Only a few members went to the airport
where Khuddam were present, discharging their duties with great
proficiency.

With the co-operation of KLM, three members were allowed special
permission to go further up to receive Huzur .These were
Choudhary Hadayat ullah Banghvi Sahib, Aslam Javed Sahib and
myself. Just as the ‘landed status’of the flight appeared on the
screen there was tremendous sense of gratitude to Allah the
Exalted. Now the eagerness to set eyes on my beloved master
became unbearable.The wait seemed arduous and it felt as if time
had stood still. A KLM representative was with us. As the eyes
searched for Huzur , the heart was engaged in prayers,
supplicating to Allah to help us every step of the way and to enable
us to perform in an approving manner the great responsibility that
had been placed on these weak shoulders by Huzur’s
arrival in Britain. It was amidst this cycle of prayers that suddenly I
caught sight of Huzur’s blessed face!  Just as
Huzur emerged I was privileged to be the first person to
embrace him, kiss his blessed hand and shake his hand.The KLM
representative came forward to greet Huzur and then my
two companions met Huzur . Next, this small entourage
moved towards the Immigration. I vividly remember
Huzur talking with the KLM representative in a most
relaxed manner.The first thing Huzur asked him was,‘How
is the weather?’The weather was most pleasant that day. It was a
sunny day and the sky was clear blue. It was springtime, and for us in
particular with Huzur’s safe arrival in London it was most
definitely springtime!

I would like to mention here that when Huzur arrived in
London the expression on his face was unforgettable. Indeed there

were signs of the long journey and lack of sleep on his face;
however, he exuded a most amazing calm, glow and resolve. I do
not have the words to express what I saw. Huzur had a
striking smile on his face, which had concealed all signs of tiredness
and frustration. Due to the long journey and many sleepless nights
Huzur’s eyes were tired and had redness in them,
however, his countenance was fresh and resolute. He appeared as a
great leader who is geared up for a special expedition/mission and
despite facing all manner of impediments had resolved to move
onwards and beyond.This fervour was at its height on
Huzur’s face. Huzur’s turban, his achkan (long
coat) and clothes bore witness to his long travels.The signs of the
long journey were conspicuous on his companions too.Yet, despite
all the situations through which Huzur had passed and
had arrived in London, his iron resolve and his intent to sacrifice
everything in the way of God had given him an extraordinary
strength. He had swiftness in his pace and that was reflective of his
inner feelings.

I would like to add here that Mr. Abdul Baqi Arshad Sahib was
nominated to go to Holland to receive Huzur on his arrival
there. Ch. Mansoor Ahmad BT Sahib was also at the airport to
receive Huzur when he arrived in London.

With Allah’s grace no problem arose at immigration.The KLM
representative presented all the passports at the counter and the
Immigration officer allowed entry without asking any questions.
These proceedings took place so swiftly that Huzur came
out of the airport earlier than expected.The Khuddam rushed to get
the cars from the car park while Huzur came out and met
some friends of the Jama’at who were there to receive him.These
included Choudhry Anwer Kahlon Sahib and Mubarak Ahmad Saqi
Sahib. Four ladies had the privilege to greet Huzur and
Begum Sahiba at the airport.These included my wife, Mrs. Qanita
Shahida Rashed, Mrs. Amatul Hafiz Salam, Sadr Lajna Imaillah UK,
Mrs. Majeeda Shahnawaz, Sadr Lajna Imaillah London and Mrs
Amina Kahlon. Huzur talked to the ladies for a short while.
Some photographs were taken at this point which are now in the
Jama’at records. Huzur carried very light luggage on this
journey, which can be seen in one of the photographs.
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Huzur waited a while outside the terminal as the
Khuddam brought the cars and thus the convoy left the airport.
Khalifa Falahud Din Ahmad had the privilege to drive the car in
which Huzur and Begum Sahiba sat in the back seat and I
had the privilege to sit in the front. As soon as the car left the airport
Huzur checked his watch and I distinctly remember he
asked how soon would we reach the mosque and what was the
time for Zuhr Salat. I said that Zuhr was at 1 pm and we would arrive
about thirty minutes prior to that. According to my memory
Huzur arrived around 12.30 pm at the London Mosque.
Alhamdolillah.

By this time the news of Huzur’s arrival had reached
everywhere and a large number of members of the Jama’at had
gathered in the London Mosque enclosure to greet Huzur .
Monday is a working day and despite the suddenness of the arrival
numerous members of the Jama’at stood in queues most lovingly
waiting for Huzur . Huzur emerged from the car
and started shaking hands; he began with those who stood on the
right hand side. Huzur kept to a method of meeting that
required everyone to stay in their place while Huzur went
to them. Huzur would stop and have a brief chat as he
moved along the line of people, often asking after the health of
those not feeling well. After meeting everyone Huzur
went upstairs to his residence. Begum Sahiba had already gone
there.

After his migration to London the first Salat that Huzur led
in the Fazl Mosque was Zuhr.The mosque was full of worshippers
while a large number offered their prayers outside. Huzur
had a sore throat brought on by the necessity of having to speak
loudly at public meetings and the journey and he could not speak
very clearly. However, Huzur led the Salat in a most heart-
rendering and moving way. After the Salat, Huzur told me

that he wished to address members in the evening, all should be
informed and arrangements should be made. Huzur then
went to his residence, had his meal and took some rest.

It was after leading the Asr Salat that Huzur came in his
office, which was fully prepared, for the first time.The office was very
basic and small but it filled up with blessings by Huzur’s
arrival. Huzur inquired about certain matters relating to
the office and gave some instructions. At that time Huzur
did not have a regular private secretary with him, therefore, the
responsibility and indeed the privilege fell on me to take
instructions from Huzur and to implement them and this
went on for about a month.

In the evening Huzur addressed the members of the
Jama’at in the Mahmood Hall.This was a historic address that
continued over an hour. Huzur began by speaking in Urdu
and also spoke in English. Huzur spoke as he sat on the
stage. He was flanked on either side by my humble self and Anwer
Kahlon Sahib. Mahmood Hall was packed with people. Members of
many Jama’ats from outside London had also arrived. An audio
recording was made of the entire proceedings. It’s a shame that a
video could not be made at the time, however, they have made a
film using still photographs and this has been shown on MTA. In this
historic address Huzur gave a detailed insight into the
situation in Pakistan and elucidated the reasons behind his decision
to come to London. In a most emotional tenor Huzur
explained that he was prepared to give the greatest of sacrifice in
this cause, however it was for the benefit of the Community that he
had sought Divine guidance through supplication and only then
arrived at this decision. Huzur also mentioned the evil
plans of the government of Pakistan. He touched upon certain
dreams that some members had had in relation to the migration. He
talked about some of his own dreams through which Allah had
given him glad-tidings. Huzur said it was time for the
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entire Community to be ready, there were many great achievements
that we needed to achieve and that we were not to give in to any
opposition at all. Huzur said that he was very busy and
had highly significant planning to undertake, therefore he
requested that no mulaqat were sought in those days. He explained
that a denial taxes his mind. He reminded everyone that each
member of the Community would be asked to render their services
to the utmost of their capacity and that if Huzur required
any help or consultation he would himself invite that person for a
mulaqat. (This historic address has been broadcast on MTA many
times).

In the beginning Huzur had explained the reason for his
sore throat and said that as the government of Pakistan had
prohibited use of a loud speaker in Rabwah, Huzur had
had to speak out extremely loudly to members of the Community.
Huzur asked for some tea and asked a few times that it
should be made very light.The person making the tea could not
prepare it as Huzur had wished. Huzur’s most
gracious comments on this were that it did not seem to be the fault
of the person making the tea; it was the water of London that was
murky!

At the end of the address Huzur v led a heart-rending
and solemn silent prayer. He then asked Dr. Abdus Salam, who sat in
the front row in front of Huzur , to come and see him in
the office for a mulaqat. So, Dr Salam had the distinct honour of
being the first person to be invited for a mulaqat by Huzur

after his migration.

This is a little detail of the historic day of 30th April 1984 that can
never be forgotten. It is a milestone in the history of Ahmadiyyat
and its memory shall always be secure in the pages of history!
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Islamabad - A Blessed Ground
By Fazal Ahmad 

W
ith the arrival of Huzur , in 1984,
from Pakistan, the UK Jama’at came under
a lot of pressure as the headquarters

(‘markaz’) was essentially transferred to the UK.This
had a huge impact on the UK Jama’at.The ordinary
folk of the UK Jama’at who held its events in small
marquees or town halls in Hounslow,Wimbledon or
Roehampton now faced the daunting prospect of
arranging for huge gatherings with visitors from all
parts of the world flocking to see their beloved
Khalifa.

Due to the size of anticipated events, it was quickly
realised that a large plot of land would be needed to
host a regular range of events. A search was done
and soon, an ideal plot of land just 30 miles from
south London was found in Tilford – Sheephatch
School. Sheephatch School was built in August
1939, back then it was known as Sheephatch Camp.
It was designed by Thomas S Tait of Sir John Burnet
Tait and Lorne architects to house 350 students,
though it took a much greater number during the
Second World War when it served as barracks.The

land consisted of several accommodation barracks, a
kitchen and dining hall, assembly hall, sports fields
and a house.The School was closed in July 1977.
There was huge potential here, and so the land was
acquired in 1984, by the Ahmadiyya Muslim
Community for £427,000 and named ‘Islamabad’.

Having acquired the land, a lot of preparation was
needed for the first Jalsa.The facilities were in need
of repair (roofing, painting, plumbing etc), the grass
regularly grew into a dense forest, and to house the
many guests required a large marquee. So it was
that an army of Khuddam were equipped with
strimmers (a feature of the first few years) to clear
the grass, and in the early spring of 1985, the first
Jalsa was held in Islamabad. It is strange to look back
at that event. Cars were parked as best they could in
the front main field and would soon get bogged
down in the mud. Most of the guests were seated
on small wooden seats listening to the speeches,
and the infrastructure around the event was
minimal. Huzur’s final speech was an epic
lasting several hours.The guests sat in silence while
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nature did its best to create a background with a storm that
regularly threatened to bring down the marquee. So it was that
Islamabad became an established feature of the Jama’ats
international calendar.There had been visitors from many countries
and most of the Continents. Everyone had put up with the facilities
and enjoyed the quiet country surroundings.

During one Jalsa, the rains came down so hard that teams of
Khuddam had to push cars out of the muddy car park. On one such
occasion, Huzur watched Khuddam push a vehicle, the
wheel spin of the vehicle covered some of the Khuddam in mud but
they managed to push it free. Huzur immediately went
and hugged each of the Khuddam, their muddy clothes did not
deter him in his affection towards those who had eased the journey

of the Promised Messiah’s guests.

In the years to come, Islamabad would be stretched to its limits as
Jalsa grew into an event attracting upwards of 25,000 visitors.The
event would also become more sophisticated with live broadcasts,
security badges, hundreds of marquees offering services and goods
for sale, some even serving as VIP hosting and looking more like a
posh hotel room!

Soon Islamabad started to realise its true potential as it began to
host a variety of events. Majlis Khuddamul Ahmadiyya became one
of the regular users with their European Ijtema’s, National Ijtema’s,
Tarbiyyati Classes and various sports events.The first Ijtema was an
experience. Most of the Khuddam at that time could be
accommodated in the various barracks, whether they managed to
get a bunk bed, or had to sleep on the floor, but nevertheless the
facilities were warm and dry.There used to be some stables (where
the Lajna hall now stands), and it was here on the very first Majlis
Khuddamul Ahmadiyya Ijtema that the barbeque was held.The
fields, having been mown down yet again by the army of strimmers,
were used for a variety of sports even though the grounds were
uneven.There was already a long jump sandpit here and tennis
courts so some events were easier to set up.There had also been a
small swimming pool, although this had already been accosted for
the water supply. It wasn’t long before Islamabad also became a
venue for the European Ijtema. Ranks of portacabins served as
offices, and again a large marquee was used for the proceedings,
while the grounds were now in better shape for the sports events.

More recently, the Ijtema has been based around a tent city with
qiadats creating their own areas. A highlight at Islamabad is the

Mr Wood, previous owner of
Islamabad shows Huzur Map
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evening barbeque.These events are made all the more special
because they can be done ‘al fresco’at night without causing too
much disturbance to neighbours.We would struggle to do an
outdoor event of this size in London.

Hadhrat Khalifatul Masih IV grew very fond of Islamabad.
He found it a great retreat from the noise and bussle of London.
When he attended events, he would stay in the house at Islamabad.
In the mornings, soon after Fajr prayers he would often go for a walk
in the country. Khuddam who held barbeques at various locations
around the site while they performed security duties, may not have
appreciated how lucky they were when Huzur would
stop to sample their culinary efforts after his walk. Huzur 
enjoyed such a wide range of sports and in these surroundings, was
able to enjoy archery, shooting and cricket, and also enjoyed
watching competitions of football, athletics and kabbadi.Those
fortunate enough to witness Huzur playing cricket at
Islamabad will treasure those memories.

Other activities shifted to Islamabad.The Raqeem Press was
established here with its associated warehousing complex. Soon,
translations of various books were printed and distributed from
here. Monthly periodicals such as The Review of Religions, Al Taqwa
and even the ‘Tariq’saw life from here.The catering facilities were
also overhauled. Not only was the kitchen expanded, a Roti plant
was built to cater for the demand for bread at our major functions.
Huzur was involved at every stage of the design of the
Roti Plant, he referred to the UK Roti Plant as a prototype which
when developed could be deployed around the world. Many of the
innovative features of the Roti plant, such as the proofing belts were
based on his design and instruction.The final formula of the naan
bread took many months to finalise, and Huzur sampled
each naan formula, and would issue specific instructions on what to
change.The correct amount of yeast to use in a naan was a regular
discussion point for a few weeks during his morning walks in
London.

A new sport and regular feature also emerged in the shape of the
Marathon Walk.This would serve a dual purpose. Not only would it
encourage exercise among the young and old, but the event also

Huzur , standing on the main field of Islamabad,
just before leading the first prayer.
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became a focus for charity collections.The first few events were held
at and around Islamabad, and extended the reach into the
surrounding communities and villages.This event also opened the
eyes of the community to surrounding beauty spots such as Tilford
Village or Frensham Ponds. Since then, the event has been hosted
up and down the UK, but Islamabad still holds a special place in its
history. Huzur would travel the route of the walk in his car,
urging the Khuddam on and boosting moral. He would then wait at
the finishing line for the winners, and greet them all.

Probably the high point for the site was the Centenary Jalsa in the
Summer of 1989.There was so much expectation for that year.The
centenary celebrations had been held in Islamabad in March. Many
thousands of guests were expected from around the world, and
during this time, the Jama’at wanted to make a special effort. Special
flower arrangements in the shape of the Centenary Symbol were
created next to the assembly hall and dining hall. A special
exhibition was set up. Colourfull lights were draped from the trees
starting from the main gate, passed Huzur’s house, and
leading to the Holy Ground.The trunks of the trees were painted
white, and a special  “Centenary Tree”was planted by Huzur

in Islamabad, the whole of Islamabad beautified.The

Left: Huzur leads silent prayer after naming the land

‘Islamabad’. Note: Huzur ) is wearing the same
blessed achkan which he migrated to the UK in.
Left bottom: Huzur plants the centenary tree
(1989).
Bottom right: The same tree today.
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stage was memorable, and the
Jalsa provided the culmination of
the events.

The last Khuddam Ijtema that
Huzur attended in
Islamabad was in 2000, under the
Sadarat of Ibrahim Ahmad
Noonan Sahib. As Huzur

left the Barbecue on
Saturday evening, he raised the
palm of his hand up, placed his
index finger to his thumb and
said “excellent…, excellent
barbecue”.

Having seen so much history, it
was extremely difficult for the
Jama’at to see Huzur’s 
loss of health in the last two
years.We missed him, Islamabad
missed him.When he passed
away, it was fitting that the local
authorities honoured him with a
historic police escort down the
A3 from the London Mosque to
Islamabad.The whole world
watched the sombre funeral.
Nobody will ever forget those
moving scenes. Huzur 
rests, buried in trust, in Islamabad
where visitors regularly flock to
pray for him. Having created the
demand which led to the
purchase of Islamabad, it is now
Islamabad which has the honour
of looking after the Hadhrat
Khalifatul Masih IV . If
Islamabad could speak, then it
would surely proclaim “Allah O
Akbar, All praise belongs to Allah
who has granted my soil this
honour”.

Top Left: Islamabad 1987,
Huzur meets
children.
Middle Left: Flags of Jalsa
Bottom Left: A scene from
Jalsa Salana

Right: Photographs from
the Jalsa Salana in
Islamabad.
Bottom Right: Kitta Khas,
the Burial area of Hadhrat
Khalifatul Masih IV 
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100 Years of the
Ahmadiyya Muslim
Community

1989 - Centenary Celebrations



I
will always remember Centenary Year (1989-90) as a special time. I doubt
there is anyone that took part in all of the activities as there was so much
going on, so trying to capture that special time in a short article is hard, but

this is a whirlwind tour.There were so many people involved that it would be
unjust to miss out anyone, so I’ll focus on the events rather than the individuals.

Right & Below:
scenes from the
23rd Match 1989

Left: Huzur
watches

the celebrations in
Islamabad on the
24th March. 
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For the Jama’at, there were several highlights that year culminating
in a vibrant Jalsa Salana at which Kings and other dignitaries from all
parts of the Globe flocked. But for Majlis Khuddamul Ahmadiyya UK,
the single defining event of that year was the Cycle Marathon
(March 11-19 1989). Planning began in late 1988 as we were keen to
have a huge national event that involved as many people as
possible to kick-start the year. In the end, it was decided to do a cycle
ride from Bradford to London through Sheffield, Nottingham,
Leicester, Birmingham, Leamington Spa, Oxford and Slough.There
were many highlights including meetings with Mayors and MPs,
appearances on national television, and fantastic catering from the
local Jama’ats as the mass of cyclists landed in each town. Islam was
getting bad press so this was our chance to demonstrate that the
Muslim youth could do something worthwhile for charity and to
contribute positively to their local communities. In the end,
hundreds of Khuddam took part and £20,000 was raised for
charitable causes. But perhaps the most pleasing aspect was that
those Khuddam who were distant and uninvolved became inspired.
The local Jama’ats became galvanised in a way not seen before.
Everyone who took part will remember the fiery Biryanis of Leicester,
the Fish’n’Chips of Oxford and the new friends that we made.

There were so many events at Islamabad that the whole year felt like
a continuous waqr e amal. Even on the 23rd of March 1989,
centenary day, a team of Khuddam were carrying out a waqar e
amal in Islamabad whilst the UK Jama’at was celebrating the
Centenery with Hadhrat Khalifatul Masih IV at the London
Mosque… what an amazing sacrifice! People travelled from the

Above: Huzur’s morning walk on March 23rd, 1989.

Huzur gave out chocalates to fellow walkers.
Below: The Majlis Khuddamul Ahmadiyya UK cycle Marathan
from Bradford to London.
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North, Midlands and even Scotland to be
part of the occasion. At that time, every
blade of grass at Islamabad was cut by hand
so armies of Khuddam would attack the
fields with strimmers and mowers for weeks
on end. And that was just the start, then
collecting the hay was another challenge,
but the camaraderie was great. Khuddam
clocked up 13000 man-hours in the
despatch of books worldwide. Jalsa was a
chance for Khuddam to shine. Our intrepid
volunteers used amazing ingenuity to
create flower displays in the shape of the
Centenary logo, set up lights and use their
creative talents to make the Jalsa special.We
even printed a special souvenir which has
pride of place on any bookshelf.

There were also several major central
functions. On March 23rd itself, Huzur

addressed many senior guests at
the Grosvenor House Hotel in London for
the Centenary Dinner.The next day, there
were celebrations in Islamabad at which
many Atfal and Nasirat were involved in a
parade.

Ijtemas up and down the country continued
that spirit, and there were special events
such as the Hockey Tournament in
Gillingham in October 1989 which spawned
the “Muslim Tigers Ahmadiyya”(M.T.A)
Hockey team in later years.The team was
named by Huzur and this was the
first time that the acronym “M.T.A”was used
in the Jama’at. At the end of 1989 in
December, Majlis Khuddamul Ahmadiyya
came of age as they held their first Majlis e
Shoora. Manchester also held their first
North-West regional Ijtema. Activity was
gathering pace.

Towards the end of Centenary Year,
Khuddam were very actively involved in
organising the last major event, a lecture by
Huzur at the Queen Elizabeth
Centre in London. It was this speech which
became the book ‘Islam’s Response to
Contemporary Issues’.

It was a special time to be in the UK.
Prominent guests were visiting Huzur

all the time and for the first time
since Huzur had been resident
here, the UK truly became the centre of
Jama’at activity.

Events this year have perhaps reminded us
of the relationship that we had with our
beloved 4th Khalifa, Hadhrat Mirza Tahir
Ahmad . It was his energy and
vision that drove the UK Jama’at to such
heights during the Centenary. His
inspiration drove us to achieving the Cycle
Marathon and other unique events. He was
tireless in his devotion to each and every
one of our events, whether in London,
Gillingham, the Midlands or the North.
Nothing was too much trouble for him, and
he made each one of us feel special. Such
was his special treatment that he made the
UK Jama’at seem special despite this being
a global event. May Allah be pleased with
him. Ameen.

By Fazal Shahid

Top Left: March 24th celebrations in Islamabad. Top Right: Huzur stands at the entrance of the London Mosque complex
with the Lord Mayor and local MP to welcom back the Cycle Marathan riders. Below: The Majlis Khuddamul Ahmadiyya UK cycle
Marathan from Bradford to London. Bottom Right: Reception dinner at Grosvenor House Hotel in London 
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O
ne hundrfed years ago today, an amazing event took place
in an obscure and tiny hamlet (Qadian), in the province of
the Punjab, India. It was an event which was destined to

change the course of history.

There appeared a religious leader specifically commissioned by God
to lead mankind as the Promised Reformer of the latter days. His
name was Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (1835-1908), the
Founder of the world-wide Ahmadiyya Muslim Community. He laid
the basis for the unification of mankind in a unique manner. He
resolved the conflicts and paradoxes prevailing in the religious
world regarding the advent of a global Reformer.

The followers of all great religions - Jews, Christians, Muslims, Hindus,
Buddhists, Zoroastrians, and the followers of Confucius - all anxiously
awaited the advent of a Promised Reformer, as predicted in their
holy scriptures.

The Jews expected the Messiah would rejuvenate Judaism; the
Christians claimed that the second advent of Jesus would bring

nigh the Kingdom of Heaven; the Muslims believed that the
Messiah and Mahdi would join forces to bring about the final
renaissance of Islam; the Hindus awaited the coming of God himself
in the form of Krishna ; and the Buddhists were hopefully
waiting for the reincarnation of Buddha.

How could God send different Messengers simultaneously - each
calling to the same God in his own different way, inviting mankind
into divergent paths and conflicting ideologies? That was the
perplexing question addressed by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian

under divine guidance and revelation.

It was revealed to him that all the prophecies regarding the advent
of various reformers were no doubt true.They, however, implied that
only a single claimant would be raised who would combine in his
person the qualities, role and spiritual powers of all the great world
reformers whose advent had been promised. Indeed, he would be a
soldier from God wearing the garbs of different prophets. He also
proclaimed that the religion chosen by Almighty God for the
universal and final manifestation of His Unity was Islam.

A message for the new Centenary

A Historic
Message from 

1989
by 
Hadhrat Mirza Tahir Ahmad

Khalifatul Masih IV 
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Thus, in accordance with the divine command, Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad claimed to be that Global Reformer who was
destined to be raised in Islam in complete subordination to Prophet
Muhammad - the last law-bearing prophet.

This was an astonishing claim. It was even more astonishing that
this solitary voice, raised from a small unknown village, insignificant
as it seemed to the world at large, was heeded at all. Some
responded to this call with complete faith and devotion.There were
many others who raised a storm of hostility, the like of which has
seldom been witnessed in the history of mankind.

His followers were subjected to extreme persecution.They were
deprived of religious freedom and fundamental human rights. Even
laws were enacted in some countries to render them liable to severe
punishment and prosecution for the mere act of professing and
practising their faith.Yet all this phenomenal opposition utterly
failed to arrest the progress of Ahmadiyyat, which is marching
forward even faster today than ever before. All the efforts of hostile
fanatics, be they individuals, groups or governments, have totally
failed in their purported objective of exterminating Ahmadiyyat
from the face of the earth.

God stood by His servant, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, fulfilling His
promises and, as prophesied in 1898,“caused his message to reach
the corners of the earth.”Today Ahmadiyyat stands established in

120 countries and the pace of its growth is destined to engulf the
whole of mankind. God saved his followers (Ahmadis), protected
them from all evil designs and showered His innumerable blessings
upon them.

It is, therefore, to extol the name of Allah and sing His praises for His
innumerable bounties that Jama’at Ahmadiyya is celebrating the
year 1989 as the Thanksgiving Centenary Year.

On this auspicious occasion, I must humbly and sincerely invite all
my fellow human beings to study the Ahmadiyya Movement in
Islam seriously and to join its fold.

I call upon God,Who is All-Knowing and Ever-Present, as my witness,
that the message of Ahmadiyyat is nothing but Truth: It is Islam in its
pristine purity.

The salvation of mankind depends upon accepting this religion of
peace. Islam is the religion which does away with all discriminations
between Man, and demolishes all barriers of race, colour and creed
which divide humanity.

Islam liberates man from the bondage of sin and strengthens his
ties with his Creator. It is a religion so simple, yet so highly organised
to meet the demands and challenges of the changing world.

I call upon God,Who
is All-Knowing and
Ever-Present, as my

witness, that the
message of

Ahmadiyyat is
nothing but Truth: It
is Islam in its pristine

purity.
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Islam permits no exploitation - be it social, political, economic or
religious.The political philosophy of Islam has no room for false or
deceptive diplomacy. It believes in absolute morality and enjoins
justice and fairness to friends or foes alike, in every sphere of human
interest. Islam neither permits coercion for the spread of its own
message nor gives licence to other religions to do so. Indulgence in
terrorism even in the name of the noblest objectives is entirely
incompatible with the teachings of Islam.

It is the firm belief of Jama’at Ahmadiyya that Islam is the cure for all
maladies and ailments of suffering humanity today. Islam teaches us
that unless man learns to live at peace with himself and his fellow
human beings he cannot live at peace with God.

It is to this Islam that I invite mankind. I am fully aware that in the
eyes of many cursory observers, Ahmadiyyat has not as yet
emerged as a potent force to bring about a global moral and
spiritual revolution.

Yet our trust is in God.Weak and humble though we are, God has
graciously chosen us as His instruments to usher in a new era of
global peace and unification of mankind. Listen to what the
Promised Messiah proclaimed towards the close of the
last century, in the light of divine revelation received by him:

“The time is near when I should attain a magnificent victory,
because in support of what I state, there is another voice which
speaks; and in support of my hand there is another hand which
operates.Yet, the world cannot perceive what I behold.There is a
Heavenly Spirit which speaks to me and grants a new life to every
word and every letter of mine.A commotion and upsurge has

erupted in the heaven which has caused this earthly body to stand
up at God’s behest.Every such person who has not been denied
forgiveness and salvation shall soon see for himself that I do not
make these claims on my own.Can they be seeing eyes which fail to
recognise a man of truth? Can he be deemed alive who has no
awareness of this Heavenly call? 

It is likely that many will turn a sceptical ear to what I say, wondering
at the certitude and firmness of my faith in the glorious future of
Ahmadiyyat.The weak and oppressed proponents of Christianity, at
the end of the first century of the Christian era, must have felt
somewhat like as I feel today.They too were looked down upon,
jeered and mocked at by the people of that age.Yet, I have no doubt
whatsoever that a day will dawn before the end of the next century
when people of that age will look back with no less an amazement
at the incertitude and disbelief of the people of today.

In the end, let me invite you once again with all my heart to accept
the call of the Promised Reformer. Herein shall you find peace and
tranquillity of heart which can only be acquired by submission to
the Will of God.

May Allah Bless you all.
MIRZA TAHIR AHMAD
SUPREME HEAD OF THE AHMADIYYA MUSLIM COMMUNITY
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First Published in the in 1989 in the Tariq Centenary Magazine

I
n 1989,The Majlis Khuddamul Ahmadiyya Tariq Centenary Souvenir
Editorial team were extremely fortunate in being able to gain an
interview with Huzur in 1989.The interview was first published in the

Majlis Khuddamul Ahmadiyya Tariq Centenary Souvenir.

Huzur and his brothers and sisters:

“As far as the choice of friendship went in the family, it was not
related to which mother the children were from, but rather a
question of personal liking. Out of my sisters I had very special
regard and love for my eldest sister Bahji Jan Apa Nasira. I was also
close to Apa Amatul Quyum and Apa Amatul Rashid as we had
been brought up together, not that we were from the same mother

but due to the fact that as their mother had died early, and Hazrat
Musleh Maud had asked my mother to look after them.
With regards to my own sisters from the same mother I was
seemingly always at daggers drawn with my middle sister, Amtul
Basit, who I love very much now. My youngest sister Amtul Jamil
never had a liking for me, although our relationship developed later.
My elder sister, Apa Hukmee, though was very well respected and
honest. Never picking quarrels but having the same relationship
with everyone.

With my brothers it was very much the case of moving around
together in the same age group. My group consisted of Mirza Rafi
Ahmad, Mirza Anwar Ahmad, Mirza Wasim Ahmad, and to a lesser

An Interview with Hadhrat

Mirza Tahir Ahmad

Khalifatul Masih IV
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degree, Mirza Khalil Ahmad and Mirza Hafiz Ahmad. However, in the
main it was Anwar, Rafi and I who stayed together, whilst Wasim was
more independent, joining us now and again.
Added to this Anwar and I were in the same class at school and
therefore had a natural affinity towards each other. My other
brothers Rafi, Khalil, Hafiz and Wasim all went to Jamia Ahmadiyya,
whilst Anwar and I went to a secular school. On reflection therefore I
was mostly with Anwar during my childhood, not least because we
shared the same problems, hopes and fears.”

Huzur and the English language:

“It was when I came to England that I really thought about learning
English properly because on reporting to university I found myself
too deficient in every aspect of English, and I could not express
myself properly.This was a result of my idiom not being natural as in
school we were taught through grammar and told to manufacture
the English around it. Obviously you can’t build a language in its
natural form from grammar, in the same way you can through
usage.

Secondly, another major fault lay in our pronunciation.There were
two types of mistakes I made, firstly, in pronouncing words
themselves, and also in the intonation, that is where to stress parts
of words and sentences; it’s for this reason I joined a class of English
‘fanatics’. I also learnt English from socialising and meeting people
through the courses of friendship and therefore my English
gradually improved. I had to tell my friends to be openly critical of
me as I had found the English so polite in that they would tolerate
mistakes as long as the message was conveyed. However, upon
telling them I got a big shock and found them very interfering in
this matter.

Before coming to England, I knew the importance of learning the
language as the world functioned around English. I had read much
literature but still found it difficult to express myself.Therefore, often
I would speak English with friends as I was so conscious of my
deficiency; this for me was a matter of great urgency and a must for
progression in the modern world.”

Arrival in Britain and early impressions:
“Through the reading of fiction, impressions of people had formed
in me. For example, through the reading of books by English authors
on the Irish and Scottish one gets particular images imprinted on
your mind.The English write of the Irish so as to depict them as
stupid and cut jokes about them as such, even though this is in no
way true of the people. English literature is therefore unfair in its
depiction of both the Scottish and Irish people.When I visited
Ireland I found the people to be very caring and kind-hearted,
treating people for what they really are, and this I also found to be
true of the Scottish.This for me was a complete surprise as the
English depiction of the Scottish is one of them being very miserly.
To my astonishment, landladies were friendly and generous in both
countries and loved to see guests eat heartily, whereas the English
landladies I found to be very mild in their hospitality, reaffirming the
depiction of the ‘coldness’of the English one finds in books.”

Stay in England and the effects on lifestyle:
“My father had employed German and English tutors for us and was
in this way very broadminded, as he wished us to know the ways of
the West from an early age.Therefore, cultural differences posed
little problem. If one looks upon cultural differences, as drinking,
dancing, etc., that never came into question and as far as eating
habits are concerned it’s a problem we all face but I made it clear to

Below: Tariq Interview in 1989 with Hadhrat Khalifatul Masih IV 
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people around me from the start of my stay what I could or could
not eat. It must be said that from these basic differences between
ourselves and the western culture emerged others, such as going to
pubs at night or dancing halls, or having parties with drinking
sprees and, of course, such factors totally separate us. As far as the
question of dress was concerned, there is no specified Islamic dress
but the condition that any dress should be modest, therefore there
was no apparent problem.

The next area was the question of the mixing of the sexes. At
university we all sat together in areas such as the refectory, but even
then the principle of segregation could be applied by not shaking
hands with members of the opposite sex, and although this initially
proved difficult, I was able to maintain this principle. I also
participated in university functions where I chatted with friends and
professors, whilst shunning areas of drink and dance.

It is very important not to overdo the segregation ideal in such
environments, such as those of universities, but rather to be more
accommodative, otherwise a person will appear out of sorts and
alienated. If one is understanding and co-operative but does not
compromise one’s principles that is the best way in my view as it still
enables us to mix.Therefore, in adopting such a view, I feel that the
youth of today can guard against the so-called western
temptations. It is so easy otherwise to fall into a trap of being an
over-puritan, and then not being able to cope, break down totally,
and then of course nothing may be taboo in one’s mind. If a person
does not cross extremes but takes a licence to mix with western
culture, it should be to a limit without being influenced by western
people, but to influence them through your actions and adherence
to principles. I found this method very successful and therefore I had
a large circle of friends amongst fellow students and also professors.
It is very important to share common ground and build bridges if
you wish to become a meaningful person within such a society, for
being too serious may one day be too much to bear, due to the
pressures you have brought upon yourself.”

Existence of God:

“This question did arise and what I did was to address Allah, through
prayers. In these I prayed that I should know you directly and not
because someone told me so. It was very difficult otherwise to
remain confident.This process saw many prayers and indeed
suffering.”

Travel - Favourite Places:

“The most enjoyable place for me, especially during my childhood,
was the Himalayas, in particular an area of the region known as The
Kulu Valley, near Tibet. For me so far this is the most beautiful part of
the world, with the great grandeur of the mountains which, at times,
appear fearsome. Such impressions can’t be gained elsewhere, with
the great rivers where the water is so clear and delicious to drink. In
the area there are also wild fruit trees bearing delicious fruits of all
kinds, and aniseed grows naturally in fields filling the air with its
fresh smell.

The River Bias runs nearby and is a fantastic river, changing its whole
character from place to place from the very turbulent and deep to

the shallow and calm, it’s really amazing. Passing through gorges is
awe-inspiring due to the sheer velocity of the river.Valleys have
graduated slopes with beautiful heather growing upon them.The
whole valley seems to dance to the rhythm of the wind, and adds to
a totally overwhelming experience.”

Politcal Leaders - Zulifiqar Ali Bhutto:
“Of all the political leaders I have known, I was very much impressed
by the shrewdness and political mind of Zulifiqar Ali Bhutto, who
was a phenomenon in his own right. However, he was faithless and
proved this with his ungrateful behaviour towards Ahmadis, due to
various political pressures. He made many decisions without
sentiment, but just to achieve political ends. Underneath this shrewd
politician was a personality who could be warm and kind if he so
wanted. Moreover, Bhutto’s warmth was natural and there was no
element of acting in it as such, it was in fact his harshness which was
unnatural. He also possessed a great knack of being able to read
human nature very well. Despite these qualities he suffered from a
lack of ethics and did not conform to religion to a great deal, and
that was where he and I parted ways. However, we did share some
common ground and interests.”

Wali Khan:“He again is a very shrewd politician. He has particularly
strong views on geographical issues, and this loyalty to Pathans has
meant that he has been unable to rise to the heights of a natural
champion. However, this loyalty is a reflection of his honesty. He has
an immense disliking for the Punjab but despite this ‘hate’he still
has friendly relations with several families of the area. Another
quality is his respect for elders which comes from great tribal
traditions. Despite his shrewd outlook on global issues, his regional
nationalistic tendencies and affinity for Russia means he has little
appeal to make an impact nationally.”

Mangle:“This was a Tribal Baluchi leader who has been
misunderstood by many people. In my personal experience I found
him most noble-minded and honest. He was also very outspoken
which meant he was almost banished from Pakistan, due to his
rebellious nature. He rose to great heights within his own circle, not
least due to his hatred for Punjabis.”This hatred stems from the fact
that Punjab fails to produce sound political leaders but enjoys a firm
base due to its sheer weight, in terms of population and the fact
that the Pakistan army is predominantly Punjabi.

The Pathans over the years have learnt the game of fighting for
survival, and possess a sharp intellect which is backed by their sense
of regional autonomy and nationalism. Punjabis on the other hand
have learnt to stay on the ‘right’side of power holders.They are
concerned only about how to survive on political strength and
political power.This ideal is backed by their sense of security as the
army is on their side. It is a reflection of the region that, with the
exception of a few scientific socialists, seldom will there be a Punjabi
politician with sound knowledge of global affairs.

Huzur on His election:
“My first reaction was one of complete confusion, and I felt as if I
had lost touch with reality. It was as if you felt yourself as something
you were not. Indeed, this continued to disturb me for many years,
as I found it difficult to remove the parallax between myself and the
status of Khilafat. I had always looked upon Khilafat from a different
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angle; one of deep respect.Therefore, it was very difficult to re-adjust
and to begin with there was complete chaos.”

Khuddam role:

“My first task in the Jama’at started with Khuddam-ul-Ahmadiyya. As
a member of Atfal I was so eager to become a Khadim as I did not
want to be a Tifl for long. Of course, any attempts made were quite
futile and were turned down by the then Sadr, Mirza Nasir Ahmad
Sahib (later to become Hadhrat Khalifatul Masih III , in
view of my age. On becoming a Khadim, my first post was as ‘Saiq’ -
a leader of ten.This proved a bitter experience as I was dealing with
my own brothers, who were more older than me and therefore they
looked down on me. If I relayed any decision to them on the
authority of Majlis Khuddamul Ahmadiyya they would take it lightly.
In this regard, I suppose I was more idealistic and therefore surprised
how members of the Jama’at, who prescribed to the system would
not obey someone as they regarded him as inferior. In those days I

was very hasty in reporting matters to my superiors, expecting them
to take my side immediately. My mistake was this impatience, which
led to further suffering, in that subordinates would not co-operate
and superiors would not support me. I felt things just happened and
no-one really cared. It was very difficult to accept but ultimately I
learned that in relationships which are religious in character,
coercion plays a very small role if one at all. It is important for a
person to rise to the occasion and reach a status where people will
respect you, and in this way your command will be followed. It is
through conviction and concerted hard labour after which you can
win people over and get them to obey you.There is a basic training
one needs before leading a group and this involves how to get
people to obey you, as God says “I built the universe in the first six
days and sat on the throne on the seventh”.This lesson I learnt, and
realised that in religion you make your own universe and then apply
your authority.Therefore, by the time I became Sadr, I had gone
through various stages of holding various posts and knew when to
obey and how to be obeyed.”



O
n Friday, the 10th of June 1988 The Head of the Worldwide
Ahmadiyya Muslim Community issued an open invitation to
Mubahala Challenge

“This is the truth from your Lord, so be not of those who doubt. But
whosoever disputes with you in this matter after what has come to
you of knowledge, then say: Come, let us call our sons and your sons
and our women and your women, and our people and your people,
then let us be earnest in prayers, and pray for the curse of Allah on
the liars.”(3:62)

When in accordance with the prophecies of Holy Prophet
Muhammad , Hadhrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad

claimed to be the Promised Messiah and Imam
Mahdi, the Ulama of his time opposed him tooth and nail. Many
debates, both oral and written took place between him and the
Ulama of India.The opponents soon saw that they were no match
for the arguments put forward by the Promised Messiah
and that the truth of his claim was being established day after day.
They therefore resorted to abuse, ridicule, and spreading lies about
him and his beliefs, in order to mislead the masses. After repeated
explanations the Promised Messiah through Divine
Revelation issued Mubahala (Prayer Challenge) to the prominent
Ulama of his time who were leading the campaign of vilification and
falsehood against him. All those who accepted his challenge met
their fate without exception.They became the victims of God’s

wrath.Thousands of people, after seeing these signs came into the
fold of Ahmadiyyat, the True Islam.

Whenever any prophet of Allah comes, he and his followers are
opposed and derided. It has been the same with the Ahmadiyya
Muslim Community, the followers of the Promised Messiah

ever since its inception. In 1974 the Zulfikar Ali Bhutto led
government of Pakistan embarked on their persecution which
reached most cruel dimensions with the promulgation of Zia-ul-
Haq’s Ordinance XX (new sections 298B & 298C) in 1984.The
Ahmadis were tormented and persecuted continuously and life was
made unbearable for them. But they displayed amazing
steadfastness and spirit of sacrifice. In the face of such horrible
oppression they stood firm.Their fearless resolve stems from their
unshakeable faith that they hold fast the rope of Allah in the form of
Khilafat. Under the guidance of Khilafat the machinations, intrigues
and campaigns of derision were met with fortitude reminiscent of
the earliest Muslims.

The tortures perpetuated on peace loving Ahmadis grew ever
harsher. Some two dozen Ahmadis were martyred.The Holy
Founder of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community was subjected to
slander and blasphemous allegations. Profane and foul language
was used against other venerable persons of the Community. Such
dirty propaganda is spread throughout the world.Yet our Imam,
Hadhrat Khalifatul Masih IV administered cogent
refutations to the “White Paper”brought out by the Government of

MUBAHALA
AN OPEN INVITATION
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Pakistan.

All efforts of their reformation having failed, warning of Divine
punishments unheeded and having exhausted every other avenue,
the  Hadhrat Khalifatul Masih IV , on Friday 10th June,
1988, then challenged all their top leaders to a “Mubahala”. Let the
matter be judged by Allah,The Best of Judges.

Hadhrat Mirza Tahir Ahmad, Khalifatul Masih IV , revived
the challenge given by the Promised Messiah and gave an open
invitation of Mubahala to General Zia-ul-Haq President of Pakistan,
his ministers and the Judges of the Shariat Court and all the Maulvis
who have been playing prominent roles in organising opposition
against the Ahmadiyya Muslims Community having rejected the
claim of the Founder of the Community, Hadhrat Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad , as the Promised Messiah and Mahdi, and
continued inciting their followers with lies and fabricated
allegations.

‘This dispute has assumed grave proportions and the one sided
persecution does not seem to relent.The Ahmadiyya Community
having given evidence of its perseverance and forbearance and having
employed every peaceful mean to counsel the leaders of this campaign
against the consequences of their actions, it is now expedient that an
open challenge to a Mubahala be given to these adversaries and this
matter be referred to the Court of God Almighty as it is now not possible
for the Ahmadiyya Community to persevere this oppression any longer.’

The Mubahala was issued in accordance with the teachings of the
Holy Qur’an because a polarisation had emerged and logical

arguments had proved to be of no avail between Ahmadis on one
hand and their opponents on the other. According to the Mubahala,
both parties were to invoke the curse of Allah on the party which
has been telling lies deliberately against the other, so that God’s
wrath befall on it within one year.

Hadhrat Mirza Tahir Ahmad’s challenge to Mubahala was
an exceptionally bold and courageous step worthy of only such
people who have absolute faith in the truth of their convictions and
also ample proof of it. Such a bold step proved to be extremely
unsettling to the leadership of the inimical organizations.Therefore,
rather than accept this extremely comprehensive, yet simple and
straight-forward challenge and leave the judgment in the hands of
Allah, these hostile elements made numerous attempts to wriggle
out of their predicament.

Since the issue of this challenge Allah has manifested many signs to
show the truth of Ahmadiyyat.

Manzoor Chinioti after accepting the Mubahala Challenge stated
that he had sent an invitation of Mubahala to the father,
Grandfather and brother of Mirza Tahir Ahmad . Hadhrat
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad ,The founder of the Ahmadiyya
Muslim Community who was the grandfather of Hadhrat Mirza
Tahir Ahmad died in 1908. Manzoor Chinioti exposed himself to be
a liar soon after accepting the Mubahala challenge. How could he
issue a Mubahala challenge prior to his own birth?

Manzoor Chinioti has become the recipient of Allah’s wrath and
Curses.Those close to him expose his lies and evil designs and warn
of his anti- Islamic activities.The citizens of Chiniot City passed a

Ahmadi Muslims are arrested because of their faith.
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resolution in which they demanded that Manzoor Chinioti should
be declared an undesirable person. Allama Syed Mohsin Naqvi said
that Manzoor Chinioti is always ready to spread religious hatred
throughout the area. He demanded that because of his unsuitable
conduct in the Punjab Provincial Assembly his membership be
cancelled.

Maulana Aslam Qureshi, who disappeared from Pakistan suddenly,
and whose kidnap and murder was alleged to have been
committed by the Head of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community,
reappeared in a dramatic fashion on Pakistan Television in the
presence of the Inspector General Police Punjab. In an interview, the
so called Maulana stated the he had gone to Iran on his own free
will and that no one had abducted him.The report of his
reappearance was carried in all newspapers of Pakistan and also
Urdu papers published in London and elsewhere.The report
appeared in The Daily Muslim, Pakistan on 13th July, 1988 is as
follows:

Lahore, July 12: Maulana Muhammad Aslam Qureshi of the Tehrik
Khatme Nabuwwat, who was alleged to have been kidnapped and
murdered by a minority of Pakistan over five years ago was produced
on Tuesday before newsmen at a hurriedly called press conference
addressed by Inspector General Police Punjab, Nisar Ahmad Cheema.
Maulana Qureshi told newsmen that he served the Iranian Army for
about five years and fought at various fronts during this period.He said
that he had left his hometown Sialkot due to frustration caused by
financial and other domestic problems.

(Daily Muslim, 13th July, 1988) 

According to the Inspector General of Police the so called Maulana
was taken in custody in Quetta on 10th July 1988.This was the first
manifestation of God’s verdict which happened exactly a month
after the issuance of Mubahala.

The most prominent person addressed in this Mubahala and right
at the top of the list, was General Zia-ul-Haq, who vowed that he
would eradicate Ahmadiyyat from the face of the earth and in order
to do so committed atrocities against this peaceful community.
Repeated warnings were given by the Head of the Ahmadiyya
Community to General Zia that he had been named in this
Mubahala and whether or not he formally accepted the challenge,
he was a party to it, unless he stops the persecutions against the
members of the Ahmadiyya Community. But General Zia was flying
high in his political career. He did not desist from perpetuating the
course of persecution. In his Friday Sermon of 12th August 1988 the
Head of the Ahmadiyya Movement Hadhrat Mirza Tahir Ahmad

stated that because General Zia-ul-Haq and his
government had not relented in their wave of persecution, and has
transgressed to the extreme his fate was now sealed.

Merely five days later i.e. on 17th August God Almighty handed
down His sentence and Zia became the victim of Mubahala. His
military plane exploded in mid air and according to a newspaper’s
headlines,“ZIA BLOWN OUT OF SKY”

Another faith enhancing incident happened in Shailkot, Pakistan.
There are a few Ahmadi shopkeepers in Shailkot. Since 1984, they
were under abusive attack.Their shops were boycotted.When the
Challenge to Mubahala was given to their leaders, they brought out

a procession, made highly objectionable and inciting speeches
against Ahmadis and decided to burn and loot their houses and
shops. A notorious person Ashiq Hussain, a goldsmith by
profession, became the leader of the opponents of Ahmadiyyat by
outdoing others in abusing the Ahmadi Muslims. He was to lead the
procession. As they were gathering for the procession, he went to
his shop for some purpose. As soon as he opened the door of his
shop and tried to switch on the electric fan, he was electrocuted and
died on the spot.

Seeing these heavenly signs many honest and God-fearing people
accepted the truth of Ahmadiyyat and joined its fold.

There will be no doubt in the mind of any Ahmadi Muslim that Allah
has and will show great signs in support of the claim of the
Promised Messiah and that the plans and evil designs of the
opponents will be foiled.

‘Tariq’ is grateful to Rashid Ahmad Chaudhri Sahib and the late Naeem
Osman Memon for the source of this material.Thanks also to
Salimullah Kahlon for his assistance in compiling this article.

An Ahmadi prisoner awaits his fate
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Our Huzur in Prayer - A Man of God. . .
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By Mirza Fakhar Ahmad, Sadr Majlis Khuddamul Ahmadiyya

O
n Wednesday, 11th of August 1999, a solar eclipse occurred
across a large part of the world. Parts of the UK experienced
a total eclipse, which started at around 11.00 AM and lasted

up to 12.30 PM. This was the last Solar Eclipse of the century and
not until 2017 will a solar eclipse again be seen in the western
hemisphere. The last Solar Eclipse in the UK was in 1927. In
accordance with the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (Peace and
Blessings of Allah be upon him), Hadhrat Khalifatul Masih IV led a
special “Kasoof”prayer. Hundreds of Ahmadi men, women and
children gathered in the compound of the Fazl Mosque to attend
the prayer and sermon. The eclipse in London was not a total
eclipse, but rather a 95% partial eclipse.

Consistent with the practice of The Holy Prophet ,
the prayer offered during an eclipse is different from the regular
daily prayers and other voluntary prayers. The Sunnah is that the
prayer comprises of two rukkus in each Rakkaat, with Surah Fatiha
and a lengthy Sura recited before, and after the first rukku. In
accordance with the Hadith, the Sermon and prayer were held in an
open area. Therefore Huzur delivered the Sermon from
the forecourt of Masjid Fazl, London.

After the prayer, which lasted approximately forty minutes, Huzur

Eclipse photograph taken in Cornwall at 11.11am by Fareed Ahmad

Huzur leads “Kasoof” prayer.

The  last Solar Eclipse of the 20th Century.

Above: Huzur’s leads the Kasoof prayer during the
95 % partial Eclipse in London on the 11th August 1999. The
Prayers lasted for 40 minutes.
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gave a short sermon in which he read
out the sayings of the Holy Prophet

, and described the sermon given
by the Holy Prophet after an
eclipse in Medina. The Holy Prophet

emphasised that Solar and Lunar
eclipses are among numerous signs of Allah
through which Allah instills fear in the people so
that they turn towards him and do good deeds.
These signs are not indications of the births or
deaths of people, or omens of disaster as believed
by some. Hence when these signs are seen, fear of
Allah is generated and prayers offered, charity
given and good deeds performed. In the light of
the above instructions given by the Holy Prophet
of Islam , Huzur 
informed the congregation that sacrifices are
being made not only in Europe, but also in many
other parts of the world. He prayed and instructed
the audience to pray that Allah would accept our
sacrifices. Huzur also mentioned that
during a total eclipse, a large part of the world is in
complete darkness and one should pray that Allah
keeps us safe from dark deeds. The members of
the Jama’at who attended described the
experience of the eclipse prayer and sermon as
very special and emotionally moving, a day which
they will remember for the rest of their lives.

Top Left: The path of the Eclipse accross
the western hemisphere.

Top: The Eclipse seen at the London
Mosque.

Left: The Sermon After the Prayer and the
scene at the London Mosque during that
time.


